dx/dt = fix) and (2) dx/dt = gix), where x is an «-vector, (1) and (2) each possess an asymptotically stable critical point which is taken without loss of generality to be the origin in each case, and / and g satisfy conditions sufficient to guarantee existence and uniqueness of solutions in some neighborhood of the origin. In any event, it is assumed that/and g are continuous near the origin. In general, systems (1) and (2) are said to be locally trajectory equivalent with respect to the regions R and 5 if there is a homeomorphism of R onto 5 mapping arcs of trajectories of (1) in R onto arcs of trajectories of (2) in S. In this note the following theorem is proved.
Theorem.
Under the conditions on f and g given above, there is a pair of neighborhoods of the origin with respect to which systems (1) and (2) are locally trajectory equivalent.
In other words, all asymptotically stable critical points can be identified up to local trajectory equivalence. Of course, the same is true for asymptotically unstable critical points. The proof of this theorem is easy, although the theorem itself seems to be new. In fact, Mine [l ] proved in a quite complicated way a similar theorem for the case ft = 3, where the critical points were (geometrically) simple nodes or node-foci. No such assumptions about the geometric nature of the critical points are needed here, nor is n restricted. Other theorems on trajectory equivalence have depended upon assumptions on the linear approximations to / and g at the origin. For instance, if / and g are C1 at the origin and if the coefficient matrices of their linear approximations have the same number of roots with negative real parts and have no roots with zero real parts, then it can be shown that (1) and (2) are locally trajectory equivalent with respect to certain neighborhoods of the origin [2] . One can obtain local trajectory equivalence via a C homeomorphism if g(x) =Ax is the linear approximation to f(x) and if the real parts of the roots of the matrix A are all of the same sign and none have zero real part [3] . Here, we only require that the coefficient matrices of the linear approximations not have roots whose real parts are positive, for there would be no asymptotic stability in that event. The linear approximations may, in fact, vanish. In general, it is not possible to define a C'-homeomorphism, since no assumptions are made concerning the modes of approach of trajectories to the origin.
2. The proof rests upon the following result of Massera [4] : if the origin is an asymptotically stable critical point of (1), then there exists a Cx function Vi(x) which is positive definite with negative definite derivative dVi(x)/dt computed along the trajectories of (1). For small enough positive c the surface defined by Vi(x) -c is a diffeomorph of the unit n -1 sphere, contains the origin in its interior and is a surface of section relative to the flow defined by (1), trajectories of (1) crossing the surface into its interior with increasing I. Let Si denote a particular one of these surfaces. Since dVi(x)/dt is negative definite, every trajectory, except for the origin, with points in B\ (the union of Si and its interior) cuts Si exactly once and approaches the origin with increasing t. V2, S2 and B2 can be defined similarly relative to system (2).
Let <p be any map of Si onto S2 which is a homeomorphism in the relative topology. If p is a point of By define i)(p) to be the origin if p is, otherwise to be x2(<p(x1(p, -/")), tp), where xl(q, t), i = l, 2, denotes the solution of system (i) for which q = xl(q, 0) and where tp is the unique non-negative number such that xlip, -tp) defines a point of Si. The domain of n is B\, its range is a subset of B2, it is 1:1 and it is continuous on B\-{o}. In addition, n maps arcs of trajectories of (1) in Bi onto arcs of trajectories of (2) in B2. The theorem will be proved if it can be shown that?; is continuous at the origin, for then the range of r? will be B¡ and R can be taken to be Bi and 5 to be B2, R and 5 the neighborhoods in the definition of local trajectory equivalence.
To show that r¡ is continuous at the origin, we first note that there can be no sequence of points {pn} of Bi converging to the origin but such that tPn converges to some finite limit T. If there were such a sequence, there would be a subsequence {pnj} such that x1ip"j, -tp) converges to a point q of Si. But then x1iq, T) = 0, which is impossible. Thus, asp-->0,¿p->oo and.-v^O^x1^, -tp),tP))-^0-hence r¡ is continuous at 0.
